Spring into Learning with Learn360

Spring is here! Bring this season of new beginnings into the classroom with these videos on Learn360:

**Spring**
Grade: JK-5  
Time: 12 mins.

This video explores the features of spring, focusing on the unique habits of plants, animals, and people during this season. Additional concepts and terminology: season, sunlight, warmth, hibernation, migration, revolution, axis, and equinox.

**Spring & Summer**
Grade: JK-2  
Time: 10 mins.

Let's Explore...Spring and Summer teaches students about the growth and fun that takes place in these two wondrous seasons. This playful and informative look at the world around us through video, photos, animation and unique music.

**Spring Safety**
Grade: JK-5  
Time: 12 mins.

Spring is a time of melting ice, changing weather and spring cleaning. Host Maggie discusses staying off lakes and ponds, storm and general weather safety, playground safety and spring cleaning safety.

**Wild Kingdom: Spring**
Grade: JK-5  
Time: 12 mins.

Spring marks the start of an epic race for life where timing is everything. And as spring becomes summer, this year's young prepare for life alone.